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ABSTRACT
It is well known that the smallest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of a connected ¿-regular graph is at 
least -d  and is strictly greater than -d  if the graph is not bipartite. More generally, for any connected graph 
G = (V JE), consider the matrix Q = D + A where D is the diagonal matrix of degrees in the graph G , and A 
is the adjacency matrix of G . Then Q is positive semi-definite, and the smallest eigenvalue of Q is 0 if and 
only if G is bipartite. We will study the separation of this eigenvalue from 0 in terms of the following measure 
of non-bipartiteness of G. For any we denote by emin(S) the minimum number of edges that need to be 
removed from the induced subgraph on S to make it bipartite. Also, we denote by cut(S) the set of edges with 
one end in S and the other in V - S . We define the parameter \\r as
e min(S)+  \cut (5)|
The parameter y  is a measure of the non-bipartiteness of the graph G . We will show that the smallest eigen­
value of Q is bounded above and below by functions of \y. For ¿-regular graphs, this characterizes the separa­
tion of the smallest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix from -¿ .  These results can be easily extended to 
weighted graphs.
Key words: graphs, eigenvalues, bipartite graphs. 
AMS(MOS) subject classification: 05C50.15A18.
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88- 0181.
11. INTRODUCTION
Given the graph G = (V J£) with V = {1,2, • • • j i }, define the nxn adjacency matrix A = [a^] by
1 if HJ)  6 E 
0 if ( i J ) 4 E
( U )
Denote the degree of vertex i by d (z). Let D -  diag [d(i)] be the diagonal matrix whose i th diagonal entry is 
d(i). We will work with the matrix Q = D + A. U G is ¿-regular, then ¿(z) = ¿ for all i e V ,  and thus 
Q = dl + A.  For a nonempty S ^ V ,  we denote by E[S] the set of edges with both ends in S. The subgraph 
induced on S is Gs = (S £  [5 ]). Define emin(S) to be the minimum number of edges needed to be removed from 
E[S] so that the induced subgraph on S is bipartite. Let cut(S) be the set of edges with one end in S and the 
other end in it’s complement S = V-S. Thus, |cu/(S)| + e ^ i S )  is the minimum number of edges that need to 
be removed from E so that S is disconnected from V-S  and the induced component on S is bipartite.
The parameter vj/ is a measure of the distance of the graph G from "bipartiteness" in the following sense: to 
obtain a bipartite component on a subset S of V, we need to remove at least \j/|S | edges from G. We will 
show that Q is positive semi-definite, and it is singular if and only if y  = 0 (Proposition 2.1). It seems intui­
tively reasonable that the smallest eigenvalue p.i(£) should be related to \|t. In this paper, we will derive upper 
and lower bounds for m (Q) as functions of \\r, and show that this intuition is well founded. For a ¿-regular 
graph, this translates to bounds on the smallest eigenvalue m04) of the adjacency matrix A .
A more commonly studied matrix associated with a graph is the Laplacian matrix L = D -  A , which is 
singular and positive semi-definite. The separation of the second smallest eigenvalue ji2(L) of L from 0 is 
often of interest [1,7]. In [2], 112(E) is characterized by the expansion property (which is a measure of connect­
edness) of the graph. Similar results have been proved in the more general setting of weighted graphs, and for 
the second smallest eigenvalues of matrices of the form /  -  P , where P is the transition matrix of a reversible
Define
e miniS ) + |cu/(S)|
( 1.2)
2Markov chain [1,5,7]. In our paper, we will provide a similar characterization of \i\(Q) in terms of y  which is 
a measure of the non-bipartiteness of the graph. Note that if the graph G is ¿-regular, then the largest eigen­
value |in(L) of L is equal to 2d -  In such cases, jij(Q) establishes the distance of the spectrum of L
from 2d. In [8], it is shown that if p.n(L) is the largest eigenvalue of L , then \i„(L) > 4 (|£  | -  emin(V))/n. The 
results in this paper may be used to obtain a more precise characterization of (L) for regular graphs. A lower 
bound for jii (Q) has been derived by using a path counting idea in [5]. We will show that the same path 
counting approach yields a lower bound for the parameter y  defined in (1.2). In other related work, a lower 
bound for the smallest eigenvalue of a doubly stochastic matrix has been derived in [6].
In this paper, we show that |ii (Q) is well characterized by y. We will discuss the relation of the lower 
bound derived here to those derived in [5,6]. The results in this paper may be easily extended to weighted 
graphs and to reversible Markov chains.
32. PRELIMINARIES
Let G = (V£ )  be a graph with vertices V = {1,2, • • • ,n) and edges £  = [bx, • ■ • ,bm) where 
bi = (Uj.v,), for some v,- g V\ For any two disjoint subsets S , T  £V , we define the representation vector 
rs >T g of the ordered pair <5 ,T> as
rS,T O’)
1 if / G 5
- -1 if i g T 
» 0 e/se
For S q V , we define £ [5 ,7 ] to be the set of edges (u,v) with ug5 and vg7. Let Q be the matrix
defined in the introduction.
Proposition 2.1: The matrix Q is positive semidefinite. It is singular if and only if y  = 0.
Proof: Define the mxn  vertex-edge incidence matrix C = [ciy] by ciy = 1 if 6, is incident on vertex j  and 0 
otherwise. It is easily verified that Q = C 'C . So, for any x , y g R ", we have
y'Qx = (Cy)‘ (Cx) = X  (*(i) + x(j))(y(i) + y(j)).  ,2 n
Clearly, Q is positive semidefinite. Next, note that y  = 0 if and only if there exists S œV with emin(S)=0 and 
|cwr(S)| =0. That is, \j/=0 if and only if G has a bipartite component. Assume that G has a bipartite com­
ponent. Then, there exist non-empty and disjoint sets S , T  <^ V with £ [5 ^ jT ]  = £[5,T], and 
\cut(S{jT)\  = 0. Let rSJ  be the representation vector of <S,T>. If i e S  and j e T ,  we have 
rSj (0  + rSj O’) = 0, and thus, from (2.1)
rsj Q rsj - £  (rs.r(0 + rsj(J))2 = 0* (2
a j ) s E[ S ,T ]  K ;
Therefore, if G has a bipartite component, then Q is singular. Conversely, suppose Q is singular, which 
implies that there exists î g R ", x *0 with x'Qx  = 0. Let S = [ i e V : x ( i ) >  0}, and T = (ie V: x(i)  < 0}. 
Since Q has only nonnegative entries, S and T must both be non-empty. Then, from (2.1), we must have
4E [5 { j T , S  = 0. Similarly, we must have E[S] = E[T] = <j>. Thus, E[S[^jT] = E[S,T], and
cut(S \^jT)  = <[). Therefore GSKj T is a bipartite component of G . □
The next two technical lemmas will be useful in obtaining the main results of this paper.
Lemma 2.2 : Let S , T q V be two disjoint subsets and let rST be the representation vector of <S ,T>. Then, 
rs,T Q rs,T = 4( |£ [S ]| + \E[7 ] | ) + |cui(S{ j T ) \  > 4e ^ S ^ j T ) *  \ cu t(S{ jT )\  (2.3) 
Proof: The first equality follows immediately from (2.1) by noting that
The inequality in (2.3) is obtained by using the definition of emin(S \^jT). □
The next lemma has been proved in a different setting in [5,7]. We will give a proof which is close to 
that given in [5]. Before stating it, we need a function h(S) defined on a non-empty subset S of V as follows.
2 if (t,y)6 E[S] K jE[T]
I rs ,T(i) +rS J (j) I = M if  ( i j y eE iSy jT JS i^ jT]
0 else
h(S) = min cu/(T)  !... \  ' 'Tqs |r I (2.4)
where the minimization is carried out over all non-empty subsets T of S .
Lemma 2.3: Let G =(V JE). Suppose S is an arbitrary proper subset of V and x is a non-negative vector with 
x (/ )>0 if and only if i e S . Then,
(2.4)
where d * is the maximum degree in G .
Proof: Write
5Z (x(i) - x(J))2 £  U ( i ) - X 0 ) ) 2
( i J )eE
Z (*(/) +*0'))2
(«./)€ g____________
Z (*(0 + *(/))2
0'.y)eE
>
( Z l*2(0 -*20 )l )2
(¿,y)e£
2  (x(i) + x( j ) )2
(ij)e£
(2.5)
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Now, it is easy to see that
£  (x(z) + * (/))2 ^ Z  2 x 2( i ) + 2 x 2(j) Z 2d*  Z  *?(0-
(*'.y)s£ (i ,y )€ £ ¿eV
We may write
^ |x20) - x2(J) \ = Z *2(0 “ x 2{J).
( i , j )eE ( ¡J ) eE: x  (i )>x (y )
We replace each term inside the summation above by an integral as follows;
(2.6)
(2.7)
*(«')
Z  X2( i ) - x 2(j)  = X  2 f t dt (2.8)
(i',y')e£: x(i)>x(y) (i,y)«£: *(»)>*(/) * 0 )
= 2 f t ( X  1 )4r. (2.9)
0 { i , j )eE ji{iy>tZx(j)
Note that for i>0, if we let St = [ i e S , x(i)>t), then the summation inside the integral in (2.9) equals 
kuf(S,)[. But |cwf(S,)| > h(S ) |S, |, by (2.4). Consequently, from (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), we have
E  |at2(i ) - * 20 ')I > 2 h(S) j  1 \S,\dc.
(«' ,y )€ E 0
Consider/(O = |S, | to be a function of t and decompose it as /  (0  = X /, (t) where, for each /,
»=i
(2.10)
/¿ (0  =
1 if 0</<x(/) 
0 if t>x(i)
That is, f i  is the indicator function of the interval [0,*(/)). The integral in (2.10) can then be evaluated as
~ „ *(»') „
J t f(t)dt  = Z  } ^  = T  Z * 20).
0 ¿=10 L ¿=1
Combining (2.10), (2.11) and recalling (2.5), (2.6) the proof is complete. □
(2.11)
6Finally we derive a simple relationship between the smallest eigenvalue |ii(A) of A and the smallest 
eigenvalue \ix{Q) oi Q.
Proposition 2.4: Let G = (V JE) be any graph with minimum degree d• and maximum degree d \  Let A be 
the adjacency matrix and let Q = D+A where D is the diagonal matrix of degrees in the graph. Then,
Hi((2) -  d* < it!(A) < \ h ( Q ) ~ d .  (2.12)
Proof: Let x  be an eigenvector of Q corresponding to }ii(Q) normalized so that x ‘x = 1. Then,
M-i(0) = x ‘Qx = x ‘A x + x ‘Dx. (2.13)
But, by the min-max characterization of the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix, x ‘Aoc ^(i^A ). Also, 
x ‘Dx > d. .  This proves the second inequality in (2.12). For the other inequality, start with an eigenvector of A 
corresponding to n^A ) and proceed in a similar fashion. □
If G is d -  regular, then the inequalities in (2.12) become equalities.
73. MAIN RESULTS
We are in a position to state the main results in the paper. We will first obtain an upper bound (Theorem 
3.1) for Hi(0), which is relatively trivial to establish. The lower bound (Theorem 3.2) is more difficult. In 
addition, we will also establish an alternate form of the lower bound (Theorem 3.3) which may be better than 
Theorem 3.2 in some instances. To begin with, we can state the upper bound as follows.
Theorem 3.1: Let G =(VJE) be the given graph, and suppose \\f is the parameter defined as in (1.2). Then the
smallest eigenvalue of Q is bounded above as
M-i(Q) ^ (3.1)
If G is ¿-regular, the smallest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A is bounded above as |ii(A) < -d  + 4\j/.
Proof: By the min-max characterization of the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix, we have
\ii(Q)= min (3.2)
XX
There exist disjoint subsets 5, T of V such that |£ [5 ] | + |£ (T ]| + |c«f (S ^ T ) !  = v |5 t ^ j r | .  Clearly, we 
must have emin( S { j T )  = |£ [5 ] | + |£ [T ]|. Let rST be the representation vector of <S,T>. From Lemma 2.2, 
we have
rS,T Q rS,T _ 4gmin(SUr ) + \cUt(S{jT)\ 
rs j trs,T I S I
(3.3)
Combining (3.2) and (3.3), the upper bound (3.1) follows. Finally, if G is ¿-regular, then Pi(A) = (Q) -  ¿
(Proposition 2.4), which completes the proof. □
Remark: Instead of \j/, we could define the parameter \jr' as
\i/' = minS*t>\SzV
4 emin(S)+  |citf(5)| 
151
(3.4)
The parameters \|/ and \j/' are related as \j/' > \\f > vj/74. In the case of Theorem 3.1, we could have stated the
8result as jii(Q) < \\f. The choice of which parameter to use is a matter of convenience. In the discussion that 
follows, the lower bound of Theorem 3.2 is more naturally expressed in terms of y , whereas the lower bound of 
Theorem 3.3 can be naturally expressed in terms of \\f.
The upper bound of Theorem 3.1 says that if there is a subset S of vertices in the graph such that the sub­
set is weakly connected to the rest of the graph (as measured by |cuf(S)|/|S |), and the induced subgraph on 
this subset is almost bipartite (as measured by emin(5)/|5 |), then \i\(Q) is small. The converse notion is more 
remarkable. We will show that if, for every subset of vertices, either the induced subgraph on that subset is far 
from bipartite or the subset is well connected to the rest of the graph, then is large.
Theorem 3.2: Let G ,Q, y  be as before. Assume that G is connected. Then the smallest eigenvalue |ii(Q) is 
bounded below as,
M 2 )  a  -74 - .  (3.5)4 d
where d * is the largest degree of a vertex in the graph. If G is ¿-regular, then the smallest eigenvalue |ii(A) 
of the adjacency matrix A is bounded as p.^/4) > -d  + \\f2/4d.
Proof: Let x be a normalized (xlx = 1) eigenvector of Q corresponding to eigenvalue Then, from
(2.1), we have
M G ) = x ‘ Q x = £  (x(i) + x(j ) )2. (36)
Let S = {/e V: x(i)>0}, and T = [ieV: x(i)<0). Since G is connected, Q is a non-negative irreducible 
matrix, and it follows from Perron-Frobcnius theory [9] that S and T are both non-empty. We will construct a 
new graph as follows. Create a set S ' which consists of copies of vertices in S , i.e., S'  = {/': i e S ). Similarly, 
create a set T'  of copies of vertices in T. We will define the graph G' = (V'yE') with a vertex set 
V' = Vk j S'\^j T'  and edge set £ '  defined as follows. If ( iJ)eE[S],  then we introduce two edges ( /',;)  and 
(/,/')  in E'. Similarly, an edge ( i , j )e £ [7 ] gives a pair of edges in £ '.  For any other edge ( i , j )eE  , we just
9introduce the single edge ( i j )  in £ '.  Clearly, G ' has the same maximum degree d* as G. In Figure 1, we 
illustrate the construction of G'  from G for a specified S and T .
Define the function g:V'  R  by g(i) = |x(z)| for i s S i ^ j T ,  and g(i) = 0 otherwise. It can be easily 
checked that
I  (*(<) -gO'))2 S 2 S  « < )  + * 0'))2
(«./ )e £ '  ( i , /) e £
(3.7a)
and
E  s 2(0  = E  x \ n =  l. (37b)
t€ V' ieV v • /
We will now show that the parameter h(S ^j T ) defined for the graph G ' as in (2.4) is at least \\f. Let W be an 
arbitrary subset of S { j T .  Suppose Si = W f^S  and Tj = W(~\T. Then, in G , we have
|£ [S ,]| + |£ [ r , ] |  + |cu<(S,U r i)l a  V IS iU ^ il-  (3.8)
But for each edge ( i j )  in E [5.] there corresponds a unique edge (i,j') in and also, (¿JOe c u t i S i ^ T i )  in
G'. Similarly, for each edge in £ [7 i], there corresponds a uniquely defined edge in c u t ^ S ^ T ^  in G'. It is 
also easy to see that every edge in cut(S^\^jT{) in G corresponds to a unique edge in c u t i S ^ T ^  in G'. 
Thus, from (3.8), we conclude that in G',
\cut(W)\ > y  \W\ for W C S ^ j T
From (3.9), h ( S { j T )  > y  in G'. Now, we may apply Lemma 2.3 and write
Z  (8 ( i ) - g ( j ))2 ^ Z  8 2(0-
(t ./)€£' 4a iev’
(3.9)
(3.10)
From (3.6), (3.7a), (3.7b) and (3.10), we obtain the desired lower bound (3.5). The last part of the Theorem 
followsjrom Proposition 2.4. □
10
Examples :
(i) Let G be the simple cycle on an odd number of vertices n>3. It is easy to see that y  = l/n and 
y ' = 2 /n -l. From Theorem 3.1, we have Hi(Q) < 2/n-l ,  and from Theorem 3.2, the lower bound is 
M-i(Q) ^ 1/8/z2. The actual value of \i\(Q) is 2(1 -  cos27t/n) -  4i^/n2 [3]. In this case, the lower bound 
is off by a constant factor.
(ii) Let G be the complete graph on n vertices. The parameter xj/ can be evaluated to be (n -2). As noted in 
the Remark after Theorem 3.1, \j/>\|/74=(n-2)/4. Using Theorem 3.1 for the upper bound (in terms of y0> 
and Theorem 3.2 for the lower bound (in terms of y). we get
(n -2) > Pi(fi) * (n -2?  64(/i-l)
The upper and lower bounds are of the same order in n , and this compares favorably with the actual value 
of Pi(Q), which is n-2 .
Remark (an application to Markov chains): Given a connected ¿-regular graph G=(V£),  we may define a 
random walk on the graph. If the graph is not bipartite, the random walk converges to a uniform equilibrium 
probability distribution on the vertices of the graph[9], The speed of convergence of the random walk to its 
equilibrium is governed by the second largest and smallest eigenvalues of the transition matrix defining the ran­
dom walk[9]. In this context, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 provide a precise characterization of the smallest eigen­
value. A characterization of p2(£) provides information about the second smallest eigenvalue[1,5,7].
Remark: A lower bound different from Theorem 3.2 was proved in [5]. We describe this result briefly. Assume 
G is ¿-regular. Let T be a set of cycles of odd length, such that | r |  = n, and each vertex i appears on at least 
one odd cycle in T. Suppose the maximum length of a cycle in T is c  and that any edge in a cycle in r  is used 
by at most b cycles in T. From [5],
Pi(Q) — ~~TT a  b
11
Given the set T, it is easy to get a lower bound for the parameter y  in terms of ¿  and b . Let S q V. Then, 
each vertex in 5 may be assigned a unique odd cycle in T. It is easy to check that this odd cycle must contri­
bute at least one edge to ¿„^(S) + |cut(S)|. Thus, we get a net contribution of |S |. However, each edge may
be counted up to b times. Therefore, the net contribution is at least |S |lb. Hence, we must have y  > —. The
b
lower bound of Theorem 3.2 is then
H i(G ) ^
_ J __
4d b 2
Depending on the relative values of b , d, and a, either bound could be better. In any case, choosing r  so that 
b is small will yield good lower bounds for y.
Fiedler and Ptak [6] considered the problem of obtaining a lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of the 
adjacency matrix of a ¿-regular graph G = (V JZ). To summarize, they showed that for a ¿-regular graph of 
even order,
m 2 > > ------------ M n ________,
d ( n - \  + h<ye) ’ I
which is worse than Theorem 3.2. This is expected because Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 show that it is more 
natural to consider bounds based on y.
A different approach can be used to obtain a lower bound for \i\(Q) in terms of y ' instead of y. For any 
vector r e E " ,  we can define the set Val(x) = { |x(z)| : *(/)*0, ¿=1, ••• ,/!} . If x*Q, then 1 < |Va/(jc)| < n.
Theorem 3.3: Suppose G = (V ,£) is the given graph, and let ^  be as defined in (3.4). Then, if x is an eigen­
vector corresponding to eigenvalue 1^ ( 2 ), we have
Hi(Û)S V\Val(x)\ > 3L
Proof: LetS = {ie V":jc(/)>0} and T = { /e V:x(i)<0). Suppose
Val(x) = ( |x (/1) |, |x ( /2)|* • * * ,|x(/p)|},
12
with |x(/*)| < |*(/*+i)| . Then, for k =2,3, • • • # ,  define
Wk = {ieV: \x(i)\>\x(ik_l)\).
Also, define W l = {*e V :|x(i)l > 0}. We have Wk+lc W k for k=1, • • • jj-  1. Then, for *=1,2, •••, /?,  we 
define Sk = and Tk = Wk(~\T. Let = |je(ii)| and for *= 2, • • • #  define ak = |x(/*)| -  |x(i*_!)|.
Now, we can write x as
x = X  «* rs4.r4 (3.11)
*=i
p
Also, note that £  a * 1^* I = I* li, where 1.1x denotes the ^-norm. Clearly, there is some ue  {1, • • • ,p} such
*=i
that clu |Wu | > \x \ i /p .
We claim that
rsi,Ti Q rSj,Tj > 0 (3.12)
for all / , j e  {1, • • • jj }. If i =j , this is obvious since Q is positive semidefinite (Proposition 2.1). Without loss 
of generality, suppose i <j . Then, we have ^ciS, and T^cT, . Consequently, for all (¿ ,/)e £ , we can check that
('V.X*) + rS;.T;(l))(rs.,Tj(k) + rSjJ.(l)) > 0. (3.13)
From Proposition 2.1, our claim (3.12) is true.
Using (3.11), (3.12) and Lemma 2.2, we can write
\x i
Q rsu.Tu -  “ u Q rSuJu > ccu \WU | ^  > y '  — - (3.14)
But the left hand side of (3.14) can be written as
x‘Qrsr  = \i.\i.Q)xl rs T < \ix(Q) Mi (3.15)
Combining (3.14), and (3.15), the Theorem is proven. □
13
To apply Theorem 3.3 profitably, we need to compute an eigenvector x  with Val(x) being as small as 
possible. In some situations, Val(x) can be related to the symmetry properties of the graph. Let Aut(G) be the 
automorphism group of G,  and suppose that the vertex set V is partitioned into p orbits by the action of 
Aut(G). Then, if (iiCQ) is a simple eigenvalue of Q and x is a corresponding eigenvector, we must have 
\Val(x) \ < p [3], Using this in Theorem 3.3, we obtain a lower bound for p.i(G) in terms of the symmetry 
properties of the graph.
Remark: The bounds of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 may be viewed in two ways. They provide a characteriza­
tion of \ix(Q) in terms of y  and y '. On the other hand, they provide lower and upper bounds for y  and v/. In 
general, computation of y  may be difficult and knowledge of M-i(G) provides an upper bound (from Theorem 
3.2). If, in addition, we know an eigenvector x corresponding to m (Q), then Theorem 3.3 provides an alternate 
upper bound for y  (or yO, which may sometimes be better than Theorem 3.2. For example, consider the com­
plete graph on n vertices. In this case, we are able to choose an eigenvector x corresponding to j_Li(Q) = n-2  
which has \Val(x)\ = 1, and the lower bound of Theorem 3.3 and the upper bound of Theorem 3.1 coincide. 
From Theorem 3.2, we have an upper bound for y  as y<(4(n-l)(/t-2))1/2, and from Theorem 3.3, we have 
y<y'< (n-2). Thus, Theorem 3.3 provides a better upper bound for y  in this case. On the other hand, consider 
the simple cycle on an odd number n of vertices. In this case, it is possible to choose an eigenvector x for 
fii((2) with \Val(x) \ = (n-l)/2(3j. Therefore, from Theorem 3.2, we obtain y<47r /2//z, and from Theorem 3.3, 
we obtain y<27i2/n which is a little worse.
Extensions of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 to weighted graphs are straightforward. A weighted graph is 
specified as G = (V JE), where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, and each edge has a positive 
weight associated with it. We may allow self loops to be present in E . The adjacency matrix of the weighted 
graph has entries <ziy = w,y, where wiy is the weight of edge ( i j ) .  We define the degree of a vertex i to be
d(i)  = £  . Then, Q = D+A as before. To define y  and y \  we sum the weights of edges instead of
V J *E
counting the number of edges. If a self loop is present at some node i, then it’s weight must be included when 
computing for any S<^V which contains i. The results of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 hold under the
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new definitions. With a little more work, it is possible to extend the ideas developed here to obtain bounds for 
the smallest eigenvalue of a reversible Markov chain based on the structure of the underlying graph [4].
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Figure 1. Construction of G '  from G .
